Lipstick and catch shares in the Western Pacific: Beyond evangelism in fisheries policy?
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A B S T R A C T

The push for catch shares is on in the United States, nationwide generally, and in the western Pacific specifically. The prevailing understanding of catch shares emphasizes individual private property rights and changes in fisher behavior are understood to result from changes in rights in accordance with a long-established canon in fisheries economics. It is argued that this orthodoxy misses the causal factor in catch shares and thus constricts the range of policy options for catch shares. Moreover, this standard understanding of catch shares fosters opposition. Opposition to catch shares in the western Pacific can be understood as a specific variant of a generic pattern of opposition that is often centered on concerns for distributional impacts. Blind to the fact that their own misunderstanding fuels opposition, proponents of privatization resort to explaining opposition in terms of a simple, but inaccurate, for-or-against-catch-shares dichotomy. Perpetuation of this dichotomy has become a tool in the promotion of one particular ideological conception of catch shares and is a disservice to the public policy process. A possible path forward in the context of the western Pacific is presented that is based on diminishing the role of outside policy experts while encouraging local design of programs to meet local goals. Such an approach is consistent with the nature of development as local people adopt and adapt outside influences on their own terms.
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1. Introduction

Fishery management is an exercise in applied development theory. From this perspective, the central management question is where does a particular society want the rents from the fishery to flow? That is, a fishery represents a publicly held asset and it is a public policy question as to how a particular society elects to manage the wealth of the fishery for the benefit of the society as asset owner [1]. Catch shares, or rather particular forms of catch shares, explicitly affect the range of policy options regarding rent distribution that are available to a society. Ideally, a discussion of the options and goals for rent distribution ought to precede the design of a management program that might constrain, or even dictate, the range of distributional options available. It would appear, however, that in the United States this ideal sequence has been precluded by events. That is, catch shares, or to be precise, a specific variant of catch shares, have become a goal in themselves rather than a tool in service of goals set by society.

The push for catch shares is on in the United States, nationwide generally, and in the western Pacific specifically, as evidenced by the mere convening of the workshop. The cultural context of the western Pacific, relayed by local participants at the workshop, makes this a particularly interesting example of cross-cultural diffusion. To explore this example, this paper begins with a brief introduction to catch shares, and then looks at the history of concern for the distributional impacts associated with the shift to catch shares and other “rationalization” programs. Opposition to catch shares in the western Pacific can be understood as a specific variant of a generic pattern of opposition. In both specific and generic forms, opposition to catch shares is exacerbated by, and a response to, the prevailing manner in which catch shares are conceptualized and proffered—the reigning orthodoxy insists that catch shares work because of a stewardship interest created by owning a valuable private asset. Indeed, it is now common to see open discussion of “the privatization of the oceans” [2] where individual private property rights are seen as the only alternative to unenlightened opposition and resulting chaos and decline in the world’s oceans [3,4]. Only by ignoring the linkage between the specific form of catch shares offered and resulting opposition can a simple, but inaccurate, for-or-against-catch-shares dichotomy be perpetuated see, e.g., [3]. Perpetuation of this dichotomy has become a tool in the promotion of one particular ideological conception of catch shares—that they must be essentially perpetual private property—and is a disservice to the public policy process. An alternative approach to consideration of catch shares in the western Pacific would offer more, not less, policy options.
and would be based on diminishing the role of outside policy experts while encouraging local design of programs to meet local goals.

2. What are catch shares?

IFQs are not property rights-based fishing, they are catch share-based fishing... Ideologically-infused beliefs have obscured this simple observation for too long... Once this conceptual breakthrough is realized, the tool (catch shares) can be liberated from the ideology (private property), and in the process open up the menu of available policy options. Full liberation of catch shares from the property rights ideology will require abandonment of the term “IFQ,” which has become irretrievably contaminated by the “rights-based” dogma... Once free to contemplate catch shares unencumbered by all the conditions imposed by the rights-based campaign... it is possible to focus on designing a management system that is compatible with the existing property regime ([5], p. 29).

It is ironic that a term (catch shares) specifically offered up to escape the rights-talk afflicting the literature on individual transferable quotas (ITQs/IFQs) ([5]), has now been co-opted by what one notable observer called “fisheries economists with an extreme ‘property rights’ interpretation of harvesting quotas” ([16], f.n. 2). The vocabulary has changed but the underlying causal analysis has not, thus perpetuating the conceptual confusion regarding cause and effect that plagues the fisheries literature in this area. Behavior changes when fishing under catch shares because the rules, not the rights, have changed. Assertions of the powers of ownership and property rights represent exhibits of faith, not analysis. When rules change, operating incentives usually change too. Pre-assigning a share of the total catch instantly removes the incentives to race that characterize a fishery where individual catch is competitively determined, not assigned.

If “the ownership fetish” [7] can be set aside, both innovation and clarity are possible in policy design. As originally proposed, catch shares are simply assigned shares of an overall catch [5]. There is room for much variation in how, and to whom, the shares are assigned but from this simple definition, certain clarifications can be brought to bear on contemporary discussions of fisheries policy. First, programs featuring assigned effort allotments (e.g., individual transferable trap certificates) are not catch shares. By definition, catch shares involve both a (total) catch and (assigned) shares of that catch. In contrast, under effort assignments, there may be no limit at all on total catch and, in any case, there is no assignment of catch to specific entities.

Second, TURFs (territorial use rights fisheries) are not catch shares (and vice versa) for similar reasons. Under TURFs, total catch and shares of that total are both not necessary conditions. Additionally, while TURFs, by definition, are rights-based, catch shares require no necessary basis in rights. The causal explanation of why catch shares work does not depend on an appeal to “rights” but simply rests on the fact that catch is pre-assigned [5, 8]. Catch shares will work with or without the creation of specific property rights, thus, rights are not needed, and hence catch shares may be observed to be working (in terms of their designed objectives) just fine in the U.S. where they have been defined in statute as mere privileges. Of course, fashioning catch shares as rights may be preferred by some for ideological reasons, but that is a different argument.

Despite these fundamental differences, it has become commonplace, as at this workshop, to see TURFs talked about as a form of catch shares. This conceptual confusion has now been enshrined as national policy in the United States in the form of the definition of catch shares presented in the NOAA catch shares policy document [9]. While this may be a case of economists appropriating a concept to add conceptual diversity (and cultural sensitivity?) to their tool kit, it is probably best to keep conversations of catch shares and TURFs separate because they are separate tools. Policy-making and policy evaluation are both enhanced by conceptual clarity.

3. Who’s Afraid of catch shares (and why)?

Given the simple concept outlined above and the extreme flexibility in design that simplicity affords (e.g., shares could be held by individuals, groups of individuals, whole communities, or even regional or national governing bodies), it might seem surprising that the concept would be met with skepticism, fear, or even hostility in the early phases of policy development. Yet, apparently, catch shares have not been enthusiastically received by many in the audiences at outreach efforts conducted by staff from the Western Pacific Fishery Management Council (as described by staff at the workshop, see also [10]). As has been argued elsewhere [11], this kind of reaction to the conventional presentation of catch shares is not surprising.

The critical feature to understand is that the source of concern lies not with the generic concept of catch shares, but with the specific form of catch shares put forth by proponents. The standard approach to catch shares is a self-proclaimed enclosure movement:

“[Catch shares] are part of one of the great institutional changes of our times: the enclosure and privatization of the common resources of the ocean. These are now mostly the exclusive property of the coastal states of the world ([12], p. 3).

Conceptualized in this way, catch shares are not, contrary to their usage in much of the fisheries literature, about filling a property rights vacuum, but rather, a self-acknowledged overthrow of an existing property rights regime. The movement to privatize what is currently a public asset—not the fish, but the right of fishing and the fishery—usually engenders concerns for the distributional effects of such a policy shift. These distributional concerns are focused on both communities and individuals with ties to the fishery. Ironically, the standard responses by catch share proponents to these distributional concerns fuel further resistance to the programs. To understand resistance to catch shares, it is thus useful to understand “their” history in terms of distributional issues.

3.1. Distributional effects: communities

An exchange over the effects of a proposed catch share program on communities in Alaska aptly illustrates the conventional treatment afforded such concerns:

Fisherman/Mayor: “I wonder what the effect the share quota systems... [would have on] Alaska’s coastal communities or industries?” ([13], p. 145).

Economist: “Well, I suppose I don’t know. To some extent, I’d like those questions to be on the other side of the ledger. What I’m interested in and what I think we need to focus our attention on is the aggregate effect over the entire U.S. economy, initially ignoring the question of how particular groups, and particular individuals and particular regions come out.” ([13], p. 145).

Given the community related concerns expressed at the workshop, it is not hard to imagine the first part of this exchange being articulated throughout the western Pacific. As for the second part of the exchange, the dismissal of concerns over community impacts involves the classic distinction in economics between allocation and distribution. If distribution is, by definition, a
second order issue, it becomes hard for those concerned about the impact of policies on places to be heard. Telling those who harbor concerns about place that they should instead focus on a trickle down theory of benefits is not likely to bring these two viewpoints closer together.

3.2. Distributional effects: individuals

Before there were catch shares, there was license limitation. While assigning catch in advance alleviates the competitive race that is perfectly logical under licenses (i.e., when catch is not pre-assigned), much of the rationale and supporting rhetoric behind the present push for catch shares is identical to that found in the earlier push for license limitation (see [14] for abundant examples of the early theory and rhetoric). In fact, consulting the early “limited entry” literature is useful for seeing just how little has changed, on some points, in the minds of the theorists proffering economic “rationalization” policies. Consider the standard economic emphasis on factor mobility—in this case labor mobility. First, the theory concerning how all can benefit from the shedding of what is perceived to be redundant labor:

One implication of this [theoretical] insight is that reducing the number of fishermen and gear will usually increase the income of those enterprises that remain by more than it will reduce the incomes of those that are excluded. In principle, at least, a system that transferred part of the gains from the first group to the second could leave both of them better off than they had been, while the rest of society would benefit from the labor and capital freed for other useful activity ([15], p. 8), emphasis added.

This text-book interpretation of the Gordon–Schaefer bioeconomic model ([16,17] is then coupled with a concise belief in the prescription for what do with those displaced by the enclosure movement: “The problem, if there is one, is to redirect the flow of potential new entrants from the fishery to other occupations ([18], p. 751).” The leading early theorists of limited entry could be remarkably brazen when dismissing what might seem to be obvious concerns about the increasing barriers to entry posed by the quest to introduce individual property rights in the fishery:

To the extent that the very young, untrained, and handicapped find entry more difficult because of the higher capital investment required, one can only reply that it its unwise to be poor, ignorant, or unwell—the same restrictions on entry that apply everywhere ([18], p. 748).

The point here is not to ridicule the early theorists—their statements can stand or fall on their own. Rather, the point is to note that it is likely that many people, particularly those in isolated fishing communities where occupational mobility may be severely restricted, may find such statements to be at odds with their own perceptions of the purpose of state intervention in fishery management. After nearly 60 years of essentially a mono–culture in the fisheries economics literature, the dismissal of distributional concerns is well-known to anyone who conducts even the most cursory reading of the fisheries economics literature or has attended an outreach meeting aimed at explaining the logic of rationalization to concerned publics (including fishers and other residents of their communities). Resistance in the western Pacific should not be unexpected. As was heard at the workshop, people in island fishing communities do not want to leave. Here the people of the western Pacific again share similarities with other peoples connected to place. Mobility is often a means of remaining in, not exiting, a community ([19] and it has long been known that the nexus between lifestyle and self-identity in resource-dependent occupations results in a high likelihood that such occupations are not easily substitutable with alternative occupations even if alternatives are available [20,21].

One area where catch shares do depart from the earlier license limitation schemes (in terms of distributional impacts) appears to be the power relationship between vessel owners and crew and indeed other non-catch share owning vessel owners. Catch shares, as usually implemented, transform the fishery into what can be called a rentier fishery where share owners effectively capture the resource rent. As classically understood, a resource rent is a payment to access or put a natural resource into production ([7]. Catch share programs featuring wide scale leasing are now revealing just how substantial the resource rent in fisheries can be:

They put all the shares in one boat and lease the rest. They charge 70 to 80% off the top for the part they lease. And owners now lease their own quota to their own boats and get the lease rate for themselves. The pay is the same but you get paid proportionally less. It depends on the boat though [22, c.f. 23].

Where should these rents flow? Who should collect them? These are big picture policy questions that deserve to be the subject of broad debate. The conventional approach to catch shares stifles such debate by suggesting that there is no alternative to conveying the future wealth of the fishery into the hands of those selected during the initial allocation. Again, perhaps such an approach can be justified by appealing to a belief that the broader society will benefit through a trickle-down process. But, surely, there is room for a robust debate here grounded in competing political and economic ideologies. No doubt openly acknowledging ideological underpinnings will cause some to balk, but long ago, Larkin [24] candidly noted that political philosophies provided the bases for preferences regarding access arrangements in fisheries.

What is beyond debate is the effect on future generations of the current pattern of conveyances:

The overall fishery may benefit economically from a [catch share program], although the cost of buying the quota of exiting fishermen may consume much, if not the majority, of the fishery’s overall gains ([25], p. 1).

Perhaps people in the western Pacific are not pleased by the prospect of saddling their youth with this kind of future. However, if the future of fishing involves paying to fish, is it unreasonable to debate who should receive those payments?

3.3. Distributional effects: communities, Part II

A critical distinction for any serious consideration of the distribution of rent concerns the difference between a group of fishers in the present generation and the larger community. Much of the current rhetoric surrounding catch shares substitutes the former for the latter. For example, the New England experiment with pooled catch shares known as sectors has been described as being focused on community management: “The goals of sector management are to … preserve traditional fishing communities, and provide a working model of community management for others to follow” ([26], p. 12). But community here means just those fishers endowed with the gifts created by the political process: “Participating fishermen manage their catch as a community instead of under complex and often-ineffective federal restrictions” [27].

As for the rest of the community, that is, what is normally thought of as a “community” in everyday parlance, the concerns for the deleterious effects of concentrating the fishery into the hands of the gift–ees of the initial allocation are so strong that the
general taxpayer has been asked to fund the establishment of so-called permit banks to buy back what was just freely given away so that those excluded might now be included, all in the name of mitigating adverse effects on communities [28]. And Wall Street has realized the possibilities presented by all this trading in catch shares [29]. Is it possible to imagine a place where the sense of community is such that all this seems a bit far removed from how people in that community envision their future relationship with the fishery? By all accounts from the local contributions to the workshop and relevant literature [30], the western Pacific appears to be such a place.

4. Selling catch shares: reducing or expanding policy options?

The workshop occasioned many lively discussions, but from the perspective of a non-economist, the outstanding feature was the conceptual hegemony and cultural deafness of the economists present. Even at the level of the language employed to convey ideas, there was a brazenness that can only retard two-way communication. There was much talk at the workshop of how there are many ways to set up and use catch shares but little evidence of actually walking that talk. Indeed, organizations present at the workshop (e.g., Environmental Defense Fund) have argued strenuously (and successfully) in other venues against adapting catch shares to meet broader social goals. Instead, these voices argue that they do not want to interfere with the free market and the private business decisions of individuals vested by the creation of catch shares [31]. This is an example of a single model, in this case the rentier, or what might be called the neo-liberal, model of catch shares being asserted in a way that denies the very flexibility or adaptability promised by the generic concept of catch shares.

There is an on-going evolution in the language associated with the promotion of catch shares. The characteristic feature of this evolution is the use of a strategically benign rhetoric.¹ That is, former catch shares terms like “privatization” and “property rights” have been largely replaced by an emphasis on “incentives” and “secure” shares. But the underlying causal model and belief system have not changed. This is all of a piece with the program launched over fifty years ago that diagnosed the problem as one of missing individual private property rights [32]. The benign rhetoric in this sense is something of a Trojan Horse. Flexible, adaptable, innocuous catch shares are let in the (policy discussion) gate and then locals find themselves with a single variant.

The track record of catch share experts to date suggests that their role is one of reducing options rather than expanding options. The dominant approach to catch shares is one that (i) is infused with rhetoric of privatization, enclosure, and individual ownership and (ii) promotes the transformation of the fishery into a rentier fishery controlled by men (as boat owners). Is it surprising that Pacific islanders may be less than receptive to this message? Might Pacific islanders embrace a notion of community that is larger and different than just a group of guys who own boats see, e.g., [30]? Might they not be convinced that the logic of trickle down benefits—from a newly advantaged few to the remaining many—is a sure improvement for their society as a whole?

This seems to be a case of “issue advocacy” rather than “honest brokering” of policy options [33]. There is a clear tendency to smuggle in goals and objectives, and indeed ideologies, with the presentation of the mere tool. After a while, the whole process begins to resemble that of a missionary project with characteristic evangelistic zeal on the part of the missionaries and a level of wary suspicion on the part of the receiving audience. Indeed, as Severance [10] notes, one local participant closed by warning against proselytizing.

It has become common for proponents of catch shares to present their case in grand terms involving a stark dichotomy between enlightened thinking and ignorance:

Others feel that ocean fisheries are common property—that everyone should be free to use them, and that it is wrong to establish ownership rights in the sea. It is to be hoped that clear evidence of the effectiveness of ITQs will lead their opponents to think again ([3], p. 1045).

But this dichotomy, what may be called the privatize-or-perish dichotomy, is a false one. As noted above, the issue here is not one of filling a property rights vacuum, but a struggle between alternative rights regimes. Moreover, catch shares need not even be cast as rights in order to obtain the benefits offered by pre-assigning catch.

Perhaps it is time for the purveyors of the privatize-or-perish approach to step back and open their eyes and minds to new ways rather than presenting their audiences with false dichotomies. People want catch shares to be consistent with, not corrosive to, their values. It is worth noting that the one place where local people tailored a catch share program to try and address their values, the expert class derided the program for its departures from standard economic orthodoxy. Today, that program, the halibut/sablefish individual fishing quota program operating off Alaska, designed by locals for locals (largely without outside expert influence), is regarded as a model of socially responsible catch shares.

Resistance to the rentier model is often high not because people do not like catch shares, but simply because they do not want to return to feudal-like social landscapes. The local voices at the workshop testified to deep concerns about the fate of communities and their cultural fabric while the expert discussions at the workshop suggested sheer ignorance of the value of these values. It is no wonder there is resistance. Must the promise of the tool be abandoned then? Perhaps not, perhaps what are needed are new experts. Perhaps the problem with catch shares is not with catch shares, but with how they are “sold”.

A comparison to house paint might be instructive: who could be against house paint? Rationales for paint run from the esthetic to the preservative and the generic concept is rather innocuous indeed, but one can imagine a different reaction if “house paint” invariably came to mean “you should paint your house pink”. But this slippage from the generic (catch shares as simply pre-assigned catch) to the quite specific (catch shares as individual private property, gifted to a subset of a single generation and coupled with beliefs about stewardship) is exactly what happens under most contemporary discussions of catch shares.

5. Lipstick in the Western Pacific: a way forward?

A story about a different kind of paint provides purchase on a possible path forward. At one of the extracurricular activities that invariably accompanies an event like the catch shares workshop, a

¹ In a blog-essay posted to the New York Times “Opinionator” blogs, Stanley Fish described the rhetoric used to sell the privatization of higher education as “superficially benign” (see http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/12/13/the-value-of-higher-education-made-literal/(last visited Dec. 14, 2010)).
tale was told by one of the “locals” of how the people of Palau were the first of the western Pacific islanders to adopt lipstick. Significantly, they did it in their own way, using the medium differently than in mainland western civilizations, and they did not call it “lipstick”. Regardless of the historical accuracy of this tale, it serves as a perfect example of what a National Research Council committee termed “the indigenization of modernity” ([34], p. 38). That is individuals, cultures, and whole societies, adapt and appropriate the “resources” they apprehend to suit their own purposes. The NRC proclaimed that this process of indigenization was the essence of development. Discussions of catch shares in the western Pacific might be enhanced by applying this notion. To do so, requires a return to the question as to what are catch shares.

As above, catch shares are simply assigned shares of an overall catch. This, like lipstick, does not seem to be an overly difficult concept to grasp and one questions the need to employ vast amounts of outside “experts” to bring the concept to the people. If there is a role for outside experts, it would seem to be that of the honest brokers, rather than people that narrow the policy options, as discussed by Pielke [33], and that would seem to involve beginning with the questions “What are your circumstances, what are your values, what are your goals?” Then experts might offer some suggestions for how to design catch shares to meet those circumstances, values, and goals or to comment that catch shares might be entirely inappropriate given the particular context. But even this last part is delicate and borders on usurping a judgment best left up to the locals.

Fisheries management is about development. The process can proceed in the normal fashion, flying in experts with a vocabulary featuring “security” and “long-term” and “rights-based” and all the other code words employed today to steer development projects toward a model based invariably on free, effectively permanent, grants of control over the wealth of public fishery resources to selected individuals—the neo-liberal/neofeudalism/rentier model. The way this model is presented effectively precludes a sincere conversation about where a society wants the rents to flow. If the only way catch shares work is via the magic of private ownership, then there is no point in discussing public ownership options. That is what the dominant literature would have readers believe. But the insistence on private ownership is merely ideological, not a necessary condition, and approaches a tautology. Societies effectively mix catch (extraction) shares with public ownership in other natural resource arenas. There is a choice. Instead of the evangelical approach, one can simply explain the basic idea of having boats on the water pursuant fixed shares of a larger total catch and then let the recipients of the development effort shape or even reject the project according to their own circumstances, needs, and goals. Why not let the audience indigenize the concept, in, and on, their own terms?

All this must take place within an overarching framework of national principles. Of course, in the U.S. there are the National Standards of the Magnuson-Stevens Act as well as a public right of fishing. Most importantly, there is an owner in place with sovereign rights over the fishery [8]. But within this framework, surely Pacific islanders can decide on their own whether and how they want to apply the tool. In other words, perhaps it is time to think of catch shares like lipstick.
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